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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we introduce a new approach for a unified theory for continuous and 
discrete time (optimal) control problems based on the generalized Cayley transforma- 
tion. We also relate the associated iscrete and continuous generalized algebraic 
Riccati equations. We demonstrate he potential of this new approach by proving a 
new result for discrete algebraic Riccati equations. But we also discuss where this new 
approach as well as all other approaches till is nonsatisfactory. We explain a 
discrepancy observed between the discrete and continuous case and show that this 
discrepancy is partly due to the consideration f the wrong analogues. We also present 
an idea for an implication scheme that relates general theorems for discrete and 
continuous control problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For given matrices Q, A, E ~ C" x n, B, S ~ C "x m, B will full column 
rank, C with full row rank, R ~ C"  × ,2 and C ~ C p ×" with R = R* positive 
definite, Q Hermitian, the generalized continuous algebraic Riceati equation 
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has the form 
C*QC + A*XC + E*XA - (B*XE)*R I(B*XE) = 0, (1) 
while the corresponding eneralized iscrete time Riccati equation takes the 
form 
-E*XE + A*XA + C*QC - (B*XA)*(R + B*XB)- I(B*XA) = O, (2) 
where * denotes the conjugate transpose. 
It is well known, e.g., [19-22], that the solutions of the algebraic Riccati 
equations (1) and (2) can be used to obtain solutions to linear quadratic 
optimal control problems and optimal filter problems. See also [18]. In the 
continuous time case this is the problem to minimize the cost functional 
1 f t~[y(t) ,  Qy(t) + u(t)* Ru(t)] dt (3) 
subject o the dynamics 
Efc(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
X(to) =x*, (4) 
y(t) = Cx(t). 
In the discrete time case one considers the problem of minimizing the cost 
functional 
E [ Y~ QYk + u~ Ru k ] (5) 
k=0 
subject o the dynamics 
Exk+ 1 =Ax k + Bu k, 
X 0 = X °, (6) 
Yk = CXk" 
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It is also well known, e.g., [19-22], that the solutions of the algebraic Riccati 
equations can be obtained via the computation of deflating subspaces of the 
following pencils. In the continuous time case the pencil is of the form 
,~  _< :=,  o _ c*Qc -A* 
=:A 0 E,* - u~ - f ?  " 
(7) 
and in the discrete time case the pencil is of the form 
[0 [ a a~ d --37¢" d := a A* -- C*QC 
-- G d _ F d 0 
=: A 0 Ft~ Hd E,T " 
In the case that E = I, it is well known that ~ = 
:] 
In I H -A{* 
Hamiltonian matrix and that A~' d -°~ is a symplectic pencil. 
(8) 
is a 
0i  I 1 DEFINITION 1. Let J := _ 0 " 
(a) A pencil A~-~, ,  ~ C 2'~'2'' is called Hainiltonian iff ~o J~*  = 
-d~,Jg"*. The set of Hamiltonian pencils in C 2''2'* is denoted by~T(j,'. 
(b) A matrix ~ ~ C 2n'2" is called Uamiltonian i f f (~cJ)*  =~j .  The Lie 
algebra of Hamiltonian matrices in C 2n'2n is denoted by~2n. 
(c) A pencil Ag" d - ~d ~ C2"' 2n is called symplectic iff ~'dJg~d * = ~dJa~d*. 
The set of sympleetic pencils in C 2" 2,, is denoted by ~*'2P,,. 
(d) A matrix 2~ a ~ C '2''2" is called symplectic iff SdJ~d* = J. The Lie 
group of sympleetic matrices in C 2''2n is denoted by ~2,,. Note that in 
general a pencil of the form (7) is not a Hamiltonian pencil, since a pencil of 
the form 
0 F G 
is Hamiltonian if and only if 
GE* ,  HE are Hermitan and FE = EF.  (10) 
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Analogously a pencil of the form 
A[E FT] - [  F E O] (11) 
is symplectic if and only if (10) holds. 
It is also well known that the spectra of Hamiltonian pencils or symplectic 
pencils have a certain symmetry, e.g., [21, 22]. Namely if A is a finite 
eigenvalue of a Hamiltonian pencil or matrix, then also - A is an eigenvalue; 
i.e., the eigenvalues lie symmetric with respect o the imaginary axis. For 
symplectic pencils or matrices, if A is an eigenvalue then also ~-1 is an 
eigenvalue; i.e., the eigenvalues lie symmetric with respect o the unit circle. 
Based on this property one is immediately led to consider transformations 
that relate the Lie algebra of Hamiltonian matrices and the Lie group of 
symplectic matrices. This topic is well studied in classical group theory [30, p. 
169]. There are many such transformations and they are based on classical 
results from complex analysis how to construct mappings that map the open 
right half complex plan to the outside of the unit disk, the open left half to 
the inside of the unit disk and the imaginary axis to the unit circle. One such 
mapping, the one we study here, is the so-called Cayley transformation, 
y = ,~AI(Z) = (1 -- ~ lZ) - I (~ I  -[- Z) ,  (12) 
where the shiftpoint A 1 ¢ _ i  is any complex number of modulus one. The 
inverse transformation is 
z =~(y)  = (y  - A1)(Aly + 1) -1 . (13) 
Note that in (12) and (13) we cannot use A 1 = +_i, since then the transforma- 
tion maps everything to one point. 
It is obvious that both transformations (12) and (13) have poles and hence 
the transformations are not continuous at these poles. This property creates 
difficulties and we discuss these in detail. 
A matrix version of the Cayley transformation can be used to relate 
Hamiltonian and symplectic matrices [7, 22] or more generally discrete and 
continuous control problems. This is a well-known and widely used fact [2, 8, 
21, 22, 25-27]. Consider the matrix transformations 
r = = ( I  - , , z ) - ' ( , , I  + z ) ,  (14) 
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and the inverse transformation 
~:~AT:~2n ---4"~2n , Z = ~: 'AT(Y)  = (Y  -- al I ) ( I  q- alr)  -1. (15) 
Again both mappings are not continuous at the poles but we show in the next 
section that we can make the mappings continuous by considering them as 
mappings between Hamiltonian and symplectic pencils, 
(16) 
an the inverse transformation, 
Ai 
(17) 
We discuss this generalized Cayley transformation for matrix pencils in detail 
in Section 2. When we study this generalized transformation, which is 
continuous also at the poles of the original Cayley transformation, we obtain a 
new analogue between discrete and continuous time control systems, which 
explains some of the well-known discrepancies between the discrete and 
eontinous case. We show that the analogy should be between the Riccati 
equations, 
-X  d + H d + F~Xd( I  + G dx  d) 1/;' d = O, (is) 
in the discrete case and 
A*cH, ,A  o + A 'X , ,  + XoA c - A*XcGcX~,A  ~, = O, (19) 
with F c, G a, Gc, Ha, H c as in (7), (8) and A c = F~ 1 . Note that usually the 
= n R 1B*'~ discrete time Riceati equation (in the special case that G a ~'a d d " can 
be expressed in the equivalent s?anmetric form 
-X  d + H d + Ff XdBd( R d + B~XdBd)-IB~XdFd = O. (20) 
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Based on the generalized Cayley transformation we give explicit formulas in 
Section 2 that relate specific parametrizations of Hamiltonian and symplectic 
pencils. These formulas are then used to show that standard assumptions in
control theory, like controllability and observability in Section 3 as well as 
semidefiniteness of blocks of Hamiltonian or symplectic matrices in Section 
4, are directly related for discrete and continuous systems. 
This relationship then allows us to present in Section 5 an implication 
diagram that states that whenever the Cayley transformation transforms the 
assumptions and the statement of a theorem for discrete or continous control 
problems, then either side can be proved via the other and thus we obtain a 
unified treatment. This is essentially a folklore result, but there are examples 
in the literature [12, 33] that show that the analogy betwen continuous and 
discrete time problems is not complete. An example for such a result is given 
in Section 6, where the existence of arbitrary solutions for algebraic Riccati 
equations based on deflating subspaces i discussed. The differences occur for 
several reasons. One reason is that the standard Cayley transformation has 
poles, where it is not continuous. Another reason is that in the pencil 
formulation we have to consider deflating subspaces to compute the solution 
of the algebraic Riccati equation. In the pencil case we have that, in contrast 
to the case of Hamiltonian or symplectic matrices, not every Lagrangian 
subspace leads to a solution of the Riccati equation, since eigenvectors to 
infinite eigenvalues cannot be used. This leads to differences between contin- 
uous and discrete algebraic Riccati equations, since the continuous algebraic 
Riccati equation is associated to a Hamiltonian matrix, while the discrete 
equation is associated to a symplectic pencil. Based on the pencil formulation 
and the new analogy between discrete and continuous Riccati equations, we 
observe that the same restriction occurs for the analogous continuous time 
algebraic Riccati equation. 
Unfortunately the new approach creates more open questions, since (19) 
actually is a generalized algebraic Riccati equation for which the theory is not 
complete. We give some examples and pose some open questions. It is the 
main purpose of this paper to introduce the new unifying approach. We 
demonstrate its potential by proving a new result for the discrete time case, 
and it is clear that this approach can be used to simplify many proofs for 
known results, but we refrain from doing so here. 
2. THE CAYLEY TRANSFORMATION 
In this section we develop the basic properties of the Cayley transforma- 
tion and how it can be used to relate Hamiltonian and symplectic pencils. We 
begin with a key lemma. 
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LEMMA 2. (a) Let A~ d -xg  d be a symplectic pencil. Assume that A t 
C \ {i, - i}  with IAll = 1. 
then 
E 
a~. -<  := a(~, , -  a Jd )  - (a,~,, +<~) (,2~ )
is a Hamiltonian pencil. 
(b) Let ) t~ , - J , ,  be a Hamiltonian pencil and A 1 
IAjl = 1. Then 
C \ {i, - i}  with 
a~,, -aS  = a(a ,< + ~,,) - ( se  - a ,<)  (.22) 
is a symplectic pencil. 
Proof. (a) Since A~ a -a~, t is symplectic we have 
al~tJg~,~ -ga JsCa  * +~l Jga  * -a>%J~t*  + ~,g'aJga * 
-~ l J~d*  + g~aJda* - a ,~ JNt*  = 0. 
Equivalently we have 
(*,<, +~,,)J(~$ -L<*)  + (~d-  a ,Wd) J (L~ +<*)=0,  
which proves (a). 
(b) ~dJ~d* - aeaJaed* = (a j~ + g°c)J(a,a¢ e + g~c)* - (a¢ - a l~ ' . ) J (<  
-A~g ' ) * .  Since laxl = 1 we have that g'aJg"d*--aCdJaCd* = a~(a~,.Jg"~* + 
~:Jse~,*) + Al(a~.Jg"* + g°.Js¢~*), which proves (b). • 
Note that in Lemma 2 no assumption that excludes A 1 from being an 
eigenvalue of the pencil that is transformed is made. This means that the 
pencil formulation allows us to consider the Cayley transformation also at the 
poles. Away from the poles we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 3. (a) Let )tg" d - sO d be a symplectic pencil. Assume that 
A~ E C \ {i, - i}  with la~l = 1 and that det (~ - )qS~d) =# 0. 
Then 
:= (~'~, - x~ae~)-~(a,~, +see) (~3) 
is a Hamiltonian matrix. 
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(b) Let A~c - ~ be a Hamiltonian pencil. Assume that A 1 
with IZll = 1 and that det()q~¢ + ~c) 4= 0. 
Then 
C N {i, --i} 
~d = (~13~c q- ~c) 1('3~¢c -- }ll~c) (24) 
is a symplectic matrix. 
Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 2 by taking inverses. • 
Lemma 2 and Corollary 3 give the relationship between symplectic pencils or 
matrices and Hamiltonian pencils or matrices. Now, since the Cayley trans- 
formation is one-to-one and, as we show, in the pencil version also continu- 
ous, it can be used to jump back and forth between symplectic pencils and 
Hamiltonian pencils. In many cases, however, they have a special structure, 
like, for example, in the applications from control theory. These applications 
lead to specific parametrizations of symplectic and Hamiltonian pencils or 
matrices. The most important of these parametrizations are described in the 
following Lemma: 
Su Slz] Cn×", LEMMa 4. (a) Let S~ a = [ Sz ~ $22 ], with blocks Sij ~ be sym- 
plectic and suppose that Sz2 is invertible. Then ~ can be factored as a 
product of three symplectic matrices 
G ][Fo Fj*O][xH  O]Z = + cej*u Fj,n 
Fd-. • 
(25) 
The blocks are given by 
F d = $22" , G d = G~ = 5125221, H d = H~" = $221S21 (26) 
and the pencil 
[' °,1 Ag'd--'~Cd:=A 0 F,~ - H d (27) 
is symplectic. An analogous result can be formulated if S n is invertible. 
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(b) Let h~-~ be a Hamiltonian pencil and suppose that ~ is 
invertible; then this pencil is equivalent to the Hamiltonian pencils 
ol [ I - H C -F*  (28)  
and 
0](,  l 
hg; c_~7 := h 0 -A*  - -A*H~ (29) 
ifA~ = Fc ~. 
Proof. Part (a) is proven in [22, p. 119]. Part (b) is easily obtained as 
follows. Since we have assumed that ~c is invertible we can multiply 
h~-~, ,  from the left with G~-I and obtain an equivalent Hamiltonian 
pencil h i -  g~c 15~¢c = h i -~ with X c Hamiltonian as in (28). If 17 is 
invertible, then with A e = ~-1 we obtain the other form (29). • 
On first site part (b) of Lemma 21 looks like a complete triviality. Why should 
one write the pencil in the form (29). The reason is that this representation as 
well as the one in part (a) gives us the continuity in the pencil formulation of 
Cayley transformation. Actually this representation f symplectic matrices as 
symplectic pencils allows a compactification f the set of symplectic matrices. 
This can be seen as follows: Let {F d} be a sequence of nonsingular matrices 
converging to a singular matrix F d. Then for all i 
,~ j -~ 'd  ~ := h o (F,I)* - Ha (3o) 
is a symplectic pencil and this also holds in the limit. Similarly for all i, 
I'0 °]I' °'1 ~d '= (~ j ) - ,  -~ (31) 
is symplectic, while the limit does not exist; i.e., the resulting compact set 
cannot be identified with the symplectic group anymore. A similar property is 
obtained for Hamiltonian pencils in the form (29) if we consider a sequence 
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of nonsingular matrices { Ai~} converging to a singular matrix A c. While the 
limit in (29) exists and is still a Hamiltonian pencil, the limit in (28) does not 
exist. 
In view of this observation we may conclude that the analogous continuous 
time control problem corresponding to
Xk+ 1 = Fax k + B,tu k (32) 
that one should consider to obtain a more unified theory is not 
k = F~x + B~u (33) 
but 
Acic = x + AcBou. (34) 
The latter now represents a descriptor system while the first one does not. 
Clearly if A~ is invertible then the two systems (33) and (34) are equivalent. 
The corresponding Riccati equations are of the form. 
-X  a + H d + FgXa( I  + CdXd) - lFd  = O, (35) 
and 
A*HcA e + A*X c + XoAc - A*X~GoXeA~, = O, (36) 
with G d, Gc, H a, Ho as in (7), (8). We come back to these two Riccati 
equations later. 
In our next lemma we give explicit formulas for the relationship of the 
blocks of Hamiltonian pencils and the blocks of the corresponding symplectic 
pencils in the parametrizations given in Lemma 4 if the Cayley transforma- 
tion is used to transform from one to the other. 
LEMMA 5. (a) Let 
o Fy - Ha 
be a symplecti_c pencil. Let A 1 ~ C \ { + i, - i}  with [All = 1. Suppose that 
the matrices AII - F d and (AI/ q- F d )  - Gd( -A I I  - Fd)-*H d are nonsingu- 
lar. Then the Hamiltonian pencil A~ c -5~¢ := A(g~a - Aldd) - (AI~" d +saca) 
is equivalent to the Hamiltonian pencil 
[Ac 0]I '  
h 0 A¢ _ , - _A ,H  c (38) 
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where the blocks satisfy the foUowing formulas: 
A c -~ ( [  -~- Gd I~d) (~ d -- t~lGdHd) (39)  
= (~'d - -A1GdHd)- ' ( I  * GdHd) (40) 
-- _= _ A1HdGd) Hd * (}kl -]- "~1) (~ - -1 - A~H~ (4~) 
AcGc (h i  -[- ~ l ) (~d "-~16dHd) -1"  = - - G d .  (42)  
Here we have set d d := ( I  - A1Fd)-~Gd(I -- AIFd) -*  , /ta := ( I  - 
A1Fa)-*Hd(I - A1Fa) -1, and ~d := ( I  -- AIFd)- I (AI I  + Fd). I f  further- 
more F,, = A~ 1 exists then we have that 
o ( ,~  -~)  = A1 -~  
-A*  
with ~ as in (28) and 
(43) 
(44) 
Hc = _ (X l  +-A,) IY Id( I  + Galled) 1 (45) 
¢. -- + + e ,H<, ) - '¢ .  (46) 
(b) Let 
[A 01I, 
X~c-~c-x  o -a*~ - -A*Hc I 
be a Hamihonian pencil. Let A 1 ~ C \ {+i ,  - i}  with IAll = 1 be such that 
the matrices A c + )h i  and (A  C +) t l I )  + AcGc(A ~ + Z l I )  *A*H C are non- 
singular. Then the symplectic pencil )~'d --°~d := ~()tl~,, + ~,:) -- (Sg -- 
)tl ~ ) is equivalent to the symplectic pencil 
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with blocks 
F d -~- (< -}- -~ lGcnc) ( I  "-}- Gct~c) -1 (49)  
(50) 
H d = --()t 1 q- "~1)/~c(I q- GcI~c) -1 (51)  
(52) 
where ~c := ( I  - AIAc)(AII + Ac )-1, Gc := (A I I+  A~)-IAcGcA*(AII + 
Ac)-*, and I4 c := (hl I  + Ac)-*A*HcAc(-AII + A~) -1. 
Proof. (a) Let  us assume first that )t 1 is chosen such that ga - '~1~ is 
nonsingular.  Then  we can form ~ := (~a - '~ l~) - l ( '~ lg~d +aga)  and from 
(37) we direct ly obtain 
~= Ho -~* 
[ -A1H d Fd* -- ~l I  l H d A1Fd* 4- I 
- ,~I( F~ - ,~l I ) - l Hd I 
-1 
X[ (  I - '~1£a)-1('~11 + £a) - ( I  - ~iFa)-l~lGa ] 
[ (e2  - A~I ) - 'H~ (FZ - A~I ) - ' (A le2  + I )  ] 
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~- ^ ^  
( I  q" H6)  -1 - / ] (~11 -}- ~-I) -~  + "~1 H~ 
^ ^  ^ - 
= + riG) H(AII + ~)  
- ( I  + + %) 
G(-AII-(I + /]G)-l(~d* -- AIHG)] 
where we have used the abbreviations /t := (I  - A1Fd)-*H d, d := (I  - 
A1Fd)-IGd, c~ d := ( I -  A1F d) 1(AII + F~i). We have AlI + ~d = ( I -  
A~F(t)-~(A~ + A~), G/] = GdHa, and /qG = /~dGd. Using these formulas we 
obtain that 
^^* * , - i  
A~. = F,F ~ = ( I  + HG) (~ - A,/1G) = ( I  + Gd/~d)(~ t - A,Gd/~d) 
:[(~{ +-A,I)(I + Gd/~d) I --All ] l 
= (~t -  A1GdHd) - l (  / j- (~dHd) " 
It follows immediately that 
--Ac c 
= (~d* -- ~l/~dGd) 1/~d(*l j- "~1)" 
For the other block we obtain 
A~Gc = (~a -A1GaHd) t( I + GaH,I)G( I + /1G)-l(~d* + A~ I) 
--I ^ 
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which gives the required formula. The formulas for G d, H c follow analo- 
gously. Now if A 1 is such that g~d -- AlzCa is singular, then we take a sequence 
of shiftpoints A~ converging to A i that satisfy the assumptions and for which 
we have that g~d - A~Ca is nonsingular. Then by continuity it follows that the 
formulas (39)-(42) also hold in the limiting case, since we have assumed that 
~d -- ~IGa Hd and I - A l F d are nonsingular. 
(b) Again assume first that A 1 is such that AI~, + ~¢, is nonsingular. 
Then we have the simplectic matrix 
-,,A*~Ho a~i-a: [ -A*~Ho a~(?,I+a*~) 
I AI(AII + A~) AoG~. 
- -1  , - -  , - -1  - -  , -(~,~+a*) ao.o (,,I +ao) ( , -  ,,a~) 
(AII + Ac) - I ( I -  A1Ac) (AII + Ac)-IAcGc] 
X ) -1 • 
--AI(-A, I + A* A* H c I 
Set ~c := ( I  - AIAc)(AI I  + Ac )-1, G == (A~I + ac)-lacG¢, I4 := (-A,I + 
• -1 * A, ) A c H°. Then 
I 
]_1[] 
*ld ~ d 
- -  ^ 
- - 1  ^ 
~c -- ~lG(~:~c  -~- ~1/~d) H(~c - -  ~11 ) 
(w + ,~d)- '  ~(~ - ~1I) 
(~:  ~- /~I/~G) ( I  -}- /~G) 
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Now ~c - XII = -(}kl d_ X1)Ac(,~II + ec  )-1 , ud  = gcCc , and G/4 = 
Gc Hc and thus applying Lemma 4 we obtain 
= + d . . . )  + 
For the other blocks we obtain 
G a = S12 S~21 
1 - I  :~ 
d(~c  ~ + )k l /~d) - / (~c  * -- ~11)[ (1  ~- /~d)  1 (~ t' -- }k,') -~- /~1 1 
= G( I  + /4d) -1 (~¢ * - At I )  
(1 +/ cco) = - + a~) .  
If a 1 is such that A1~¢ c + g'~ is singular, then we construct a sequence of 
numbers {ail} satisfying the assumptions such that ai~sCc + gc is nonsingular. 
Then the resulting formulas are valid; hence by continuity they also hold in 
the limit, since we have assumed that all the occuring inverses exist. • 
REMARK 6. Note that the generalized Cayley transformation ly changes 
the eigenvalues but not the eigenvectors or deflating subspaces. This is easily 
seen as follows: Suppose that the columns of Z span a deflating subspace of 
a~d -- Jd; i.e., there exist matrices Y of the same dimensions as Z and V 1, V e 
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square, such that 
It follows that 
~aZ = YV1, ~¢aZ = YV2. 
(& - xl )z = r (v l  - xY2), (h i&  = r(A vl + v2) ;  
hence the deflating subspaees stay the same. 
This implies that for every result that is based on the properties of 
eigenveetors or deflating subspaees the discrete and continuous time system 
can be directly realted; see Section 6. As an example consider the degree of 
elementary divisors corresponding to eigenvalues on the imaginary axis in the 
continuous time ease or on the unit circle in the discrete time ease. Since the 
unit circle and the imaginary axis are mapped onto each other by the Cayley 
transformation a d the corresponding generalized eigenspaees remain ftxed, 
the degrees of the elementary divisors will stay fixed. But since it may happen 
that we use an eigenvalue of a sympleetie pencil like (47), which lies on the 
unit circle as shiftpoint, we may have the situation that an eigenvalue on the 
unit circle is mapped to infinity, so we have to consider such an infinite 
eigenvalue as part of the imaginary axis. In the other direction every infinite 
eigenvalue of a pencil of the form (47) is mapped to the shiftpoint, but clearly 
the multiplicities are retained. 
In this section we have given explicit formulas that relate special 
parametrizations of Hamiltonians and symplectie pencils via the Cayley 
transformation. 
In the transformations we have excluded some points as shiftpoints but 
we have not excluded the poles of the Cayley transformations. The reason for 
the exclusion of some shift-points is that we wish to have the parametrization 
in Lemma 5, which relates to the algebraic Rieeati equations. As we have 
seen in Lemma 4 we do not need these assumptions to relate general 
sympleetie and Hamiltonian pencils but it is an interesting open question to 
study such pencils that do not have these specific parametrizations, their 
algebraic structure, and what applications there are that belong to such 
problems. 
In the next section we now discuss how properties like controllability and 
observability are transformed under the Cayley transformation. 
3. CONTROLLABILITY CONDITIONS 
To obtain a unifying theory for discrete and continuous control problems 
using the Cayley transformation, we have to analyze how typical assumptions 
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are transformed via the Cayley transformation. In this section we discuss how 
conditions like controllability, observability, stabilizability, and detectabiliw 
for continuous and associated iscrete time systems are related. 
We first give definitions of these conditions using the Hautus criteria [9, 
"2'2]. 
(iii) 
able iff 
DEFINITION 7. (i) A pair of matrices (A, B), A ~ C "x ' ,  B ~ C "x ' '  is 
called controllable iff rank [AI - A, B] = n for all A ~ C; 
(ii) a pair of matrices ( A, C), A ~ C" × ", C ~ C P ×" is called observable 
a pair of matrices ( A, B), A ~ C" × ", B ~ C" x,,, is called c-stabiliz- 
rank [AI - A, B] = n for all A ~ 12, Re(a)  > 0; 
(iv) a pair of matrices (A, C), A ~ C "×'~, C ~ C px" is called c-detecta- 
b le i f f rank[A IcA]=n foral l  A~C,  Re(A)>~0; 
(v) a pair of matrices (A, B), A ~ C nx' ,  B ~ C n×'' is called d-stabiliz- 
able iff rank [AI - A, B] = n for all A ~ C, I•l >/1; 
(vi) a pair of matrices (A, C), A ~ C n×r', C ~ C px" is called d-detecta- 
b le i f f rank[A IcA]=nfora l l  A~C,  IAI>~ 1. 
Note that the definitions used for controllability are not unique in the 
literature. For discrete time systems controllability as defined here is often 
called teachability, while controllability allows that for A = 0 we have 
rank[ A, B ] < n. Clearly if A is nonsingular, then the concepts fall together. 
For a detailed discussion of the different concepts see [13]. 
Our next lemma gives a relationship between the rank conditions for 
discrete and continuous ystems. 
LEMMA 8. Consider the symplectic pencil (37) and the associated Hamil- 
tonian matrix pencil via the generalized Cayley transformation given by (38). 
Here 1~1 satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5(a). Then 
rank[ AA c - I, AcG,: ] = rank[ I~I - F a, Gd] (53) 
and 
rank| , = rank (54) 
[ AcHe Ha 
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for all A, Ix ~ C, which are related via 
Ix = _At A_ 
hi 
~t I -['-~ 
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A - -  A t 
1 +A1A 
(55) 
(b) Consider a Hamiltonian pencil and the associated sympletic pencil as 
in (48), where h t satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5(b). Then 
and 
rank[A / -  Fd, Gd] = rank[ IxA c - I, AcGc] (56) 
rank Ha ] rank A, Hc (57) 
for all A, Ix ~ 12, which are realted via 
Ix+A1 
A 1 - A 1 Ix" (58) 
Proof. (a) Using the formulas (39)-(42) we obtain 
rank[hA c - I, AcG¢] 
= rank[ AI(CCa - Al(~dHd)-~(I + GdHd) -  I, 
--(~1 -1- ~l)(~'d -- ~ll~rd Hd) - ld ]  
= rank(~a - ~'l(~dHd)-l[~'( I q" ddHd) -  (~:~d -- -Ai(~d)] 
= rank[ AI - ~a + (A - AI)GdHd, d] 
= rank[ AI - ~d, G] 
= rank[A( / -  A1Fd) - (AtI  + Fd), Gall 
= rank[(A - A1)I - (AAII + I)Fd,Gd] 
= rank[ IxI - Fa, Gd]. 
The other parts are proven analogously. • 
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We see from the pro_of of Lemma 8 that we have to be careful with the 
rank equalities if A = -A  t in (a) and /x = A1 in (b), since then we are again 
at the poles of the Cayley transformation and exactly in these points we may 
lose the controllability properties. Let us consider an example: 
EXAMPLE 9. Consider the continuous time system given by 
n=[1 0] 
Then rank[AA c - I, A,.G c] = 2 for all A but the matrices obtained from the 
generalized Cayley transformation with A l = 1 are 
0] 
and clearly this system is not controllable, since [/xI - F,~, G,i] has a rank 
drop at /x = 1 corresponding to A = ~. 
Nonetheless we can use this lemma to obtain the following equivalence 
results for the ease that A~ ~ exists: 
TtlEOREM 10. Consider a symplectic pencil and the associated Hamilto- 
nian matrix given by the formulas in Lemma 5(a) or (b) and assume that 
F,. = A -  1 exists'. 
Then we have the following equivalences: 
(i) [F~, G d] is controllable if and only [ F , Go] is controllable; 
(ii) [F,/, H(/] is observable if and only [F c, H,:] is observable; 
(iii) [ F,t , Ga] is d-stabilizable if and only [F c, G(I] is c-stabilizable; 
(iv) [F,f, Ha] is d-detectable if and only IF,,, He] is c-detectable. 
Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) follows direct from Lemma 8. For (iii) 
and (iv) observe that the relationship between A and /.t in (55), (58) is just 
the scalar Cayley transformation; hence the spectra are transformed accord- 
ingly. • 
It is well known [3, 22] that the concepts defined in Definition 7 cannot be 
applied directly to descriptor systems 
E~c = Ax + Bu (59) 
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even if they have the special form (34). This is why we have assumed that 
A~ -1 exists in the previous lemma and this is also the reason for the 
difficulties described in Example 9. For descriptor systems everal different 
controllability concepts must be considered [3, 4], but we refrain here from 
discussing this topic in detail. 
So far we have related the controllability conditions for the parametriza- 
tion that we have constructed. Usually one is, however, interested in control- 
lability conditions for (A c, B e) or (Ad, B d) respectively, and observability 
conditions for (A e, Co) or ( A d, Cd), repsectively, where G e = +__ B e B*, G d = 
+ BdB ~, H e = +CeC*,  H d = +CdC ~ are full rank factorizations. It is clear 
that such full rank factorizations exist only if the matrices Gc, G d, H¢, H d are 
semidefinite. We study the question when this is the case in the next section. 
4. SEMIDEFINITENESS OF BLOCKS, THE POPOV FUNCTION 
We have seen in the introduction that if our Hamiltonian or symplectic 
pencil arises from optimal control problems, then the blocks G d and G e are 
semidefinite. In this section we now discuss the question under which 
conditions this property is retained under the Cayley transformation, i.e., 
when G d and G e or H d and He, respectively, are both semidefinite in the 
formulas of Lemma 5. Here we assume that the shiftpoints are chosen so that 
we are not at the pole of the Cayley transformation. The reason is that in the 
continuous time case the symmetry of the blocks is not directly displayed. In 
the case that the pencil AA c - I is of index one, it is enough to have the 
symmetry and semidefiniteness in the range of A e [22]. 
LEMMA 11. (a) Consider the symplectic pencil (37) and the associated 
Hamiltonian matrix (38) with A1, Ac, G c, H c as in Lemma 5(a) and A 1 such 
that (~d -- Al~d) -1 exists. 
Assume that G d = BdRdIB~ with B d of  full column rank and that R d is 
positive definite. Then G c is semidefinite i f and only i f  the eopov function 
Xttd(A1) := R d + B~( I  - ~lFd) *Hd( I  -- A1Fd)-~Bd (60) 
is definite. 
(b) Consider a Hamiltonian pencil as in (29) and the associated symplec- 
tic pencil (48) with A 1, A d, Gd, H d as in Lemma 5(b) and A 1 such that 
(~c + Aide) -1 exists. 
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Assume that G~ = -1  • BcR ~ B~ with Be of fuU column rank and that R~ is 
positive definite. Then G a is semidefinite if and only if the Popov function 
~tIYc(,~l) := R c -t- B*( A~ + ) l l I ) -* A*H,,A~( A ~ + 2qI)- 'B~ (61) 
is definite. 
(e) Consider the symplectic pencil (37) and the associated Hamiltonian 
matrix (38) with ~t 1, A~, G~, H~ as in Lemma 5(a) and )h such that (g'a - 
AKCa )- 1 exists. Assume that H a = CS C a with C a of full row rank. Then H, 
is semidefinite if and only if the Popov function 
*a(* l )  := I + ca(  I - ,~e~) - ' c~(  I - *~Fa)-*C~ (62) 
is definite. 
(d) Consider a Hamiltonian pencil as in (29) and the associated symplec- 
tic pencil (48) with A1, Ad, Gd, H d as in Lemma 5(b) and )t 1 such that 
* of full rank. (~'c + ) t l~)  -1 exists. Assume that H c = C cC c with C,: row 
Then H d is semidefinite if and only if the Popov function 
qb~(A1) := I + Cc( A c + 2tl I)- I  A~GcA*( Ac + AI I ) -*C* (63) 
is definite. 
Proof. 
Let 
(a) From (46) we have 
c ,  = -d , , ( i  + -add)'(*, + 
= -2Re(A1) ( /  - A1fd) 1BdRdlBJ( I  -- A, fd)-*  
X[ /  q- Hd( I  -- *lFd) 1BdRS'B2(I  - X, Fd)-* ] ' 
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be a QR-factorization. Then 
-1 
= - 9, Re(A1)  
([ ([ ] )') (~d UdndoiU~ ] I -}- Hll H12 0 
Hll H121 
where [H12 H22 := Q~HaQ a is partitioned conformally with 
co=-2Re('~')Qa[ cTdRd'qt(x +H''vdR~-'v2)-'o 0°]Q~ 
0 ~)~ 
=-~e, , ,~[ :~]~"~(~ + t~: 0~,.~[;~11 -~ 
X Rd' /2[  U~" 0]Q~ 
= - 2 Re(x l )  ( I - A, fa )  - '  Ba RS  1/~ 
Xnd l /2 ( I  -- ~ lgd) - lB~,  
Now since B d has full column rank, it follows that G c is semidefinite if and 
only if the middle term R a + B~(I  - A1Fd)-*Hd(I -- A1Fa)-IBa is definite, 
which finishes the proof. 
The proof of the other parts follow the same line of arguments as in (a). 
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As a consequence we immediately obtain the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 12. (a) Consider the symplectic pencil (37) and the associ- 
ated Hamiltonian matrix (38) with Al, Ac, G., H~ as in Lemma 5(a). 
If G,l and H,l are both positive semidefinite, then G~ and H,. are semidefinite. 
( b ) Consider a Hamiltonian pencil as in (47) and the associated symplec- 
tic pencil (48) with A1, A,i, G~, H,i as in Lemma 5(b). 
I f  G,. and H~ are positive semidefinite, then G~ and H,I are semidefinite. 
Proof. Clear from Lemma 11. • 
REMARK 13. The necessity to study the Popov functions xt , qb for values 
on the unit circle has already been observed in several places [10, 11, 15-18, 
23, 24, 39.]. Here it shows up naturally in order to relate the semidefiniteness 
of the blocks. 
Some further useful observations concerning the Popov fnnetion were 
pointed out by an anonymous referee. The first is that if G d = BaR IB* and 
G d is as in Lemma 5 then ~d(Al) is invertible if and only if I + G,iH a is 
invertible. This means that A~ in (39) is invertible. So in this ease we obtain 
the standard formulation of the continuous algebraic Rieeati equation. 
A second observation is that ~d(A) is singular for all complex with 
I AI = i, which are not at a pole of the Cayley transformation if and only if the 
pencil A~t --~¢d is a singular pencil. 
The same anonymous referee also provided a simpler proof for a slight 
variation of Lemma 11. 
5. AN IMPLICATION SCHEME 
Based on the constructions of the previous ections, we are now able to 
present an implication scheme that relates results for a large class of discrete 
and continuous time control problems. In principle the existence of such an 
implication scheme is a folklore result and it has been widely used to 
construct analogous results for discrete and continuous problems. The major 
reason why such a result has not been explicitely formulated yet is probably 
that in some eases a discrepancy between the two problems hows up. We 
discuss one such discrepancy in Section 6 and we believe that in the pencil 
formulation these discrepancies are much better understood and can also be 
partly removed. 
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We assume here that the necessary parametrizations exist and we obtain 
the following implication diagram: 
Implication scheme. Suppose that (A ~) is a set of assumptions for a 
continuous time control system and (A d) is a corresponding set of asssump- 
tions for the corresponding discrete system. Let (B c) be an assertion for the 
continuous time system and (B d) for the corresponding discrete time system. 
Then we have the following implication diagram 
(A ~) ~(Bc)  
Cayley ~ ~ Cayley. (64) 
(A  d) ~(Bd)  
In other words, we can prove (A ~) =* (B ~) if for the corresponding 
discrete time system obtained via the generalized Cayley transformation we 
have (A  d) ~ (Bd), and vice versa, provided the Cayley transformation gives 
a proper transformation for the assumptions and the assertion. We demon- 
strate the use of this scheme in the next section. 
6. DEFLATING SUBSPACES 
In this section we demonstrate he potential of the implication diagram of 
Section 5 by discussing deflating subspaces of Hamiltonian and symplectic 
pencils. Such deflating subspaces are used for the computation of solutions of 
the algebraic Riccati equations [21, 22, 29]. 
Part (a) of the following result is essentially due to Coppel [5] and 
generalizes previous results in [31]. Results similar to those in part (b) under 
different assumptions are also discussed in [6, 28]. 
THEOREM 14. (a) Consider the Hamiltonian matrix 
[ Fc BcR;IB * ] (65) 
Hc -F* 
with R c positive definite. Let U, V ~ C ~x" with V*U = U*V be such that 
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and the columns of [ U 1 span an invariant subspace of ~ ,  i.e., 
with A ~ C "xn. I f  [F~, B c] is controllable then U is nonsingular and 
X,, = VU ~ is a solution of the algebraic Riccati equation 
F*X C + X~F~ + H~ - X~B,.R21B*X,, = 0. (68) 
(b) Consider the symplectic pencil 
H.  0 r~* " 
(69) 
Let U, V ~ C n×n with V*U = U*V be such that 
andtheco lumnsof [  U] spanadeflat ingsubspac'e(~A~ d -~! notcontain- 
i . . i  
ing eigenvectors to infinite eigenvalues, i.e., 
with A ~ C '~x'. Suppose there exists A t E C, IA~I = 1, such that ! - Alb~t 
and a l I+  f,~ - Gd(-AII - f~) *H~ are nonsingular and 
%(a0 := Rd + S J (Fd  -- a , t )  * H,~(F,~ - ,~ I )  ~S~ is definite. (72) 
I f  [ F d, B d ] is controllable then U is nonsingular and X d = VU -1 solves the 
discrete algebraic Riccati equation 
--X d + H d + F~XdBd(R d + B~XdBd) BdXdF d = O. (73) 
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Proof. (a) We give the proof here for completeness; it is essentially 
already given in [5]. From (67) we obtain 
FoU + BoR2IB*V  = UA (74) 
uov  - F*v  = vA .  (75) 
In a first step we show that ker U is Fc-invariant. Let z ~ C n \ {0} and 
Uz = 0. Multiplying (74) from the left by z 'V*  and from the right by z, we 
obtain 
~*(v*Fov  + v*8oR:18*~V)z  --- z* (V*VA - u*vA)~.  
This implies that z*V*B c -1 , R o Bo Vz = 0 and, since by (66) z 'V*  -¢ 0 and 
since R~, is positive definite, we obtain 
BcR~lS*V~ = 0, (76) 
which implies UA z --- 0 from (74). 
Suppose now that ker U is not empty. Then by the previous observations 
kerU contains an eigenvector z of A, i.e., Az = Az. By_(75) we obtain 
-F*Vz  = VAz  and then from (74) we obtain z*V*[Fo + AI, B e] = 0. The 
controllability of [F c, Bo] implies that z 'V*  = 0, which contradicts assump- 
tion (66). The rest is well known [22, 18]. 
(b) Applying the Cayley transformation with A 1 such that (72) holds we 
obtain a Hamiltonian matrix with the same invariant subspace [U] .  By 
Lemmas 10 and 11 this Hamiltonian matrix satisfies the conditions of (a). 
Thus part (a) gives the required conclusion. • 
Observe that we cannot allow generalized eigenvectors to infinite eigenvalues 
in the deflating subspace spanned by the columns of [ U ] in part (b). If such 
aod an eigenvector would be included, then we have 8" c = V1 
[U]  [ ]A2, but A 2 would not be U' invertible and hence we eould not 
= vl 
obtain the subspace quation in the form (71). This leads to a discrepancy in 
the solvability theory for discrete and continuous algebraic Rieeati equations. 
In the standard case (A c invertible) we obtain all Hermitian solutions of (68) 
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by taking in (67) any Lagrangian invariant subspace corresponding to any set 
of n eigenvalues [1]. So the number of different Hermitian solutions is equal 
to the number of different Lagrangian subspaces. In the discrete time case, if 
F d is singular, all Lagrangian subspaces that contain eigenvectors to infinite 
eigenvalues have to be excluded, so in general there are not as many solutions 
as in the continuous time case. If we consider, however, Hamiltonian pencils 
with A;, singular, we have the same difficult3,: we have to exclude eigenvec- 
tors to infinite eigenvalues. In this case there are always infinitely- many 
solutions [14], but in the case of index 1 systems we can restrict ourselves to 
the range of A c and apply the standard theoD'. The situation becomes more 
complicated though, since zero and infinite eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian 
pencil will always be mapped to the shiftpoint; hence the symplectic matrix or 
pencil has multiple eigenvalues on the unit circle. This always creates 
difficulties, too. 
The solvability results for the case of Hainiltonian pencils are currently 
under investigation. If the Hamiltonian pencil is of index at most one, 
solvability results are given in [22]. 
To illustration these observations consider the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 15. [12, 33]. Consider a symplectic pencil of form (48) ,Mth 
Fd= [ 0 01]' Gd =BaB,T = [~ 0],1 Hd= [12 24]" 
The spectrum of the pencil is 0, ~c, -1.5 + .5v~; i.e., F d is singular. The 
discrete algebraic Riccati equation has exactly two solutions 
[1 2] 
X~= 2 2+~f5  ' 
[1 2] 
x~= 2 2 -g5 '  
but neither is negative semidefinite. On the other hand (F,i, B d) is control- 
lable. In the standard case of a continuous time system, this property would 
assure the existence of a negative semidefinite solution. We can apply the 
generalized Cayley transformation and obtain 
0.4 ] 0.2 
~c= -0 .6  -0 .8  ' 
0.6] H,. = - 0.2 - 
- 0 .6  1 .8  ' 
Go= [ -0 .2  -0 .2 ]  
- 0 .2  - 0 .2  " 
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The corresponding continuous algebraic Riccati equation with these coeffi- 
cient matrices has four different solutions, among them one positive and one 
negative semidefinite. Thus the transformed continuous ystem has a differ- 
ent solution behavior. The reason is that on the discrete side we are at the 
pole of the Cayley transformation, which leads to infinite eigenvalues, which 
must be treated differently than finite eigenvalues. In other words, the 
implication scheme of Seciton 5 cannot be applied, since the set of La- 
grangian subspaces corresponding to finite eigenvalues is bigger in the 
continuous time case than in the discrete case. We observe a similar behavior 
if we go the other direction: Consider the Hamiltonian pencil (29) with 
where Ao is not invertible. The generalized Cayley transformation yields 
0,  0] 01 01 0 0 
and the symplectic pencil is equivalent to a symplectic matrix 
~d = 
10 2i l  0 1 0 
-2  0 5 
0 0 0 
with a double eigenvalue at 1. Thus the discrete system has no infinite 
eigenvalues, but it is not controllable anymore. 
Other examples can be constructed, where properties are destroyed when 
the Cayley transformation is considered at the poles. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a new approach toward a unified theory for the 
discrete and continuous control problems. A generalized Cayley transforma- 
tion is constructed for the transformation between Hamiltonian and symplec- 
tic pencils. This generalization leads to the observation that the analogous 
continuous problem to a discrete Riccati equation with singular system matrix 
F d is a generalized continuous Riccati equation arising from a descriptor 
system. The solvability theory for the generalized algebraic Riceati equation is 
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not complete settled, but the constructed analogy gives hope for a complete 
theory in the near future, using the ideas from discrete quations. Well-known 
discrepancies between the diserete and continuous situation are analyzed 
under this new analogy and it is demonstrated that they are related to 
deflating subspaces for sympleetic pencils containing eigenveetors to infinite 
eigenvalues. 
A MATLAB code for the generalized Cayley transformation is available 
from the author. 
We thank H. Wimmer for initiating the research by presenting examples 
where there was no analogy between the discrete and continuous c~se and 
also for many helpful comments on a previous version of this paper. We also 
thank C. Rost, L. Elsner, and D. Happel for illuminating discussions and art 
anonymous referee for many helpful comments hat significantly improved the 
paper. 
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